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Welcome to our monthly newswire. In this issue we cover a number of matters to
consider before the end of the tax year and important changes being introduced in
the next tax year.
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Please contact us if you want to
discuss whether or not these rules
affect you or your organisation.

MAKING TAX DIGITAL
TO START IN APRIL
2018

NEW RULES FOR
IR35 WORKERS
IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR START
6 APRIL 2017
There are significant changes
that commence on 6 April 2017
for workers in the public sector
supplying their services via
their own personal service
companies or other
intermediaries.
From 6 April 2017 the public sector
employer or agency that engages the
worker will have to review the
employment status of the worker and
decide whether or not to deduct tax
and national insurance from payments
to the worker even though he or she
invoices for the services through their
own company.
An online tool called “The Employment
Status Service” is expected to be
made available by the end of February
2017 and can help them make that
decision. The tool can be used if the
worker uses either an employment
agency, or other third-party to get
work.
These changes come on top of the
restrictions on the tax deductibility of
travelling expenses for IR35 workers
that came into effect on 6 April 2016.

Legislation to introduce Making
Tax Digital (MTD) will be
included in the Finance Bill 2017
and despite many objections
that it was too soon, the new
system of quarterly reporting will
commence in April 2018 for the
self-employed and property
landlords.

•
•

10 months after the last day
of the period of account, or
31 January following the year
of assessment in which the
profits for that period of
account are chargeable

Businesses and property landlords
with a turnover up to £150,000 will be
able to prepare accounts on a cash
basis
Digital quarterly reporting for
companies and larger partnerships will
not be introduced until April 2020.
These changes will have a significant
impact on how you keep your business
accounts and communicate with
HMRC. Please contact us to discuss
the impact of these changes on the
way that you keep your accounts.

There were 1200 responses to the
consultation documents issued in
summer 2016 and a number of
changes have been made to the
original proposals.

NEW COMPANY LOSS
RELIEF RULES START
ON 1 APRIL 2017

Much of the detail will be introduced by
secondary legislation and there will be
further consultation on a number of
measures but the key proposals are:

New rules that will allow greater
flexibility in the way that
companies obtain relief for
losses will apply to losses
incurred from 1 April 2017
onwards.

Businesses will be allowed to use
spreadsheets to keep their accounting
records.
Businesses eligible for three line
accounts will be able to submit a
quarterly update with only three lines of
data (income, expenses and profit).
Free software will be available to
businesses with more straightforward
affairs.
Businesses will not have to make and
store invoices and receipts digitally.
There will be no late filing penalties in
the first year of the new system.
The deadline for finalising taxable
profit for a period will be the earlier of:

These rules have been introduced to
encourage companies to diversify as
the losses may be available to offset
against profits of another activity in a
future period and even those of a
company in the same group.
The proposed new rules were
consulted on last summer and are
included in the latest Finance Bill.
Although there will be greater flexibility
for “new” losses arising after 1 April
2017, “old” trading losses incurred
prior to that date will continue to be
restricted and will only be available to
be offset against future profits from
that same trade. The new rules are
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very complicated and we will of course
work with you to ensure that your
company obtains relief for losses in
the most advantageous way.

BUYING A COMPANY
WITH LOSSES
The new flexible loss relief rules coming
into effect from 1 April 2017, will make
the purchase of a loss-making company
attractive. For many years there has
been anti-avoidance to block the use of
such losses and it is proposed that
these rules will continue to apply.
The draft clauses in Finance Bill 2017
will continue to block such losses
where within a five year period there is
both a change in the ownership of the
company and a major change in the
nature or conduct of the trade carried
on by the acquired company.

DON’T LOSE YOUR
PERSONAL
ALLOWANCE!
For every £2 that your adjusted
net income exceeds £100,000,
the £11,000 personal allowance
is reduced by £1. Pension
contributions and Gift Aid can
help to reduce adjusted net
income and save tax at an
effective rate of 60%.
The restriction applies between
£100,000 and £122,000 adjusted net
income. Another way that you could

avoid this trap would be to agree
with your employer to sacrifice
some of your salary in exchange
for a tax free benefit in kind. These
rules are changing from 6 April
2017 but employer pension
contributions and childcare
vouchers will continue to be
effective.

HAVE YOU USED
YOUR 2016/17 ISA
ALLOWANCE?

investment needs to be made before 6
April 2017. In addition, have you
thought about investing for your
children or grandchildren by setting up
a Junior ISA? In the 2016/17 tax year,
you can invest £4,080 into a Junior
ISA for any child under 18.

CONSIDER OTHER
TAX EFFICIENT
INVESTMENTS
If you are looking for investment
opportunities, have you considered
the Enterprise Investment Scheme
(EIS)? These investments in
certain qualifying companies allow
you to set off 30% of the amount
invested against your tax bill as
well as capital gains tax (CGT)
deferral. An even more generous
tax break is available for
investment in a qualifying Seed
EIS company where income tax
relief at 50 per cent is available. In
addition, it is possible to obtain
relief against your 2016/17 capital
gains. Both EIS and Seed EIS also
provide a CGT exemption when
the shares themselves are sold
after 3 years. Note however that
qualifying EIS and Seed EIS
companies tend to be risky
investments so professional advice
should be taken. A 30% income
tax break is also available by
investing in a Venture Capital
Trust.

YEAR END CAPITAL
TAX PLANNING
Have you used your 2016/17
£11,100 annual capital gains
exemption? Consider selling
shares where the gain is less than
£11,100 before 6 April 2017. Also, if
you have any worthless shares,
consider a negligible value claim to
establish a capital loss. You may even
be able to set off that capital loss
against your income under certain
circumstances.

Your maximum annual investment in
ISAs for 2016/17is £15,240. Your
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As far as inheritance tax (IHT)
planning is concerned, all
individuals have a £3,000 annual
allowance which means that gifts
up to that amount each year are
exempt from IHT. If you haven’t
used your £3,000 allowance from
2015/16 you can make gifts of up
to £6,000 without the gift being
liable to IHT.
Also, consider making regular gifts out
of your income to minimise the growth
of your estate that will be liable to IHT.
Gifts out of your surplus income are
not subject to IHT if properly
structured.

BUY NEW EQUIPMENT
BEFORE 6 APRIL?
If you are running a business and
making up accounts to 5 April,
consider buying plant and
machinery to take advantage of
the Annual Investment Allowance
(AIA) of £200,000. The AIA
provides a 100% tax write off for
equipment used in your business.
This tax relief extends to fixtures
and fittings within business
premises such as electrical, water
and heating systems. There is also
100% tax relief if you buy a new
car that emits no more than 95g
CO2 per kilometre and an
increasing number of cars now fall
below that limit.

DIARY OF MAIN TAX
EVENTS
Date

What’s Due

1/03

Corporation tax payment
for year to 31/5/16 (unless
quarterly instalments
apply)

19/03

PAYE & NIC deductions,
and CIS return and tax, for
month to 5/03/17 (due
22/03 if you pay
electronically)
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1/04

Corporation tax payment
for year to 30/6/16 (unless
quarterly instalments
apply)

5/04

End of 2016/17 tax year.
Many tax actions need to
be taken by this date (see
above).
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19/04

PAYE & NIC deductions,
and CIS return and tax, for
month to 5/04/17 (due
22/04 if you pay
electronically)

